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When toying with the notion of engaging in partnerships, there are many considerations to factor in so you can be assured
you are choosing the right partner for success. Equally, it is important to consider what your organization has to offer a
potential partner.
When looking for a partner to help your organization, and theirs, knowing your value and worth provides a solid negotiation
foundation to build upon. It also allows you to show the potential partner the benefits of entering into a partnership with you.
Whilst it is easy to believe that all organisations should or would want to partner with you, the reality is much starker.
Partnerships are not easy, if they were businesses would execute them every day of the week. They take time, effort,
commitment, and in some instances resources and funding to achieve – the real question is…
Can you bring to the ‘partnership table’ such a compelling proposal that a business would overlook these attributes
(time, effort, commitment, resources, funding) to partner with you?
If you intend on partnering with an organization to gain success by
leveraging the relationship and their business, it is imperative you put
them first in discussions. To do this effectively, there are key areas you
need to understand so your approach is unique to the potential partner,
designed to solve challenges faced by both organisations simultaneously.

These are; Finding your Unique Value
Partnership Proposition, understanding
the current landscape and checking the
‘partnership fit’.

Unique Value Partnership Proposition
What is one reason you believe another organization would partner with you?


What is one reason you are seeking to partner with another organization?



As partnerships are built on a solid foundation of mutually beneficial reward and results, it is important to assess
why another organization would take time out of their core business operations to put effort and energy into partnering
with you?

List Your Unique Partnership Benefits

List Your Current Disadvantages

What problems would it solve for your potential partner(s)?

Factors within your control and outside your control that
would impact the partnership

eg. Global exposure, supply chain solution for xxx

eg. Market hesitation, funding restrictions, etc

How both organisations align and compliment each other is essential for a successful partnership. What are the areas of
alignment you see across both organisations?

Area of alignment

Potential Partner
Y/N

eg. Provides xxx solution for the
customer of both organisations

How does it benefit?
Offers [company] customers abc

You
Y/N

How does it benefit?
Offers our customers xyz

Key items to understand / research…
1. What are the objectives of the potential partner at this current time?
Can you find it on their website, annual report? Or do you know someone you can ask?
a. 
b. 
c. 

2. What do you see as the potential partner’s current market challenges?
Can you find it from a Google search on the sector they belong to? Have you seen industry publications or workshops
discuss these topics?
a. 
b. 
c. 

Check your potential partner is ‘Partnership Fit’
Assessing the ability of each party (you and the potential partner) to commit to a partnership arrangement based on
the current status and trajectory of each business is key to a long-term successful partnership.
Potential Partner

You

How many years has the business been in operation?
What is the current reach in market / possible market share
(by percentage)? *Can be an estimate or accurate if known.
Are there any issues currently mentioned in the media or
on social media?
If so, is it constructive feedback/comments or negative?

Does the unique value partnership proposition you bring to the table have the potential to increase the potential
partners success or standing in market? If so, how… (be as detailed as you can with specific items)
eg. Providing 1-2 sector specific content each month to include in their newsletter for subscribers, so the potential partner
can increase their creditability and reputation in the sector.




Results
Do you know and confidently understand your Unique Value Partnership Proposition?

Yes

No

Do you understand the potential partner’s position and why they would partner with you over another organisation?

Yes

No

Have you assessed the partners ‘fit’ with your organization?

Yes

No

Does this partner align with your organization and you with theirs?

Yes

No

If the answer is ‘Yes’ to all the questions above, it is time to move forward with developing a partnership proposal for the
potential partner.

Whats Next?
Don’t forget, you are seeking out this organization for a partnership with you, whilst you already understand the value of
the partnership, they may not yet have the foresight you now do.
It takes significant effort on behalf of each organization to create, develop and manage a partnership. For a higher rate of
success, you need to be sure both parties understand how it will serve the potential partner (not you) before they will be
willing to come on board and dedicate time, effort, energy and resources towards a flourishing & bountiful partnership.

If you need some guidance on how to further develop your partnership fit matrix or assistance in developing
partnership strategy including vetting partners and creating proposals, reach out to us for a chat.
Partnerships are the one of the core business components you want to get right from the start!
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